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 Introductions

 A Look at the Current Landscape

 Update from each of the Action Teams

 Team work

 Discussion on Actions

 Review of Beliefs, Mission and Parameters

 Gathering of new Ideas

 Discuss possible next steps



 Everyone participates (no one monopolizes 
the conversations)

 Each of us must tell the truth (express true 
feelings about initiatives)

 Work as peers (all of our opinions are of 
equal value)



 Staffing

 Curriculum

 Parent and Community 
Involvement and Communication

 Facilities



Small group work:

 What actions have supported the 
district beliefs, mission and 
parameters?

 Are there any actions that hinder the 
accomplishment of the mission?



 Education is a responsibility that requires open, dependable and 
connected dialogue and partnerships among staff, students, parents 
and community.

 All students should have access to high quality learning experiences in 
a safe environment.

 Collaborative and continuous improvement should be embraced and 
implemented.

 By providing access to resources that meet individual needs, all 
students will be afforded the ability to grow academically, socially, and 
emotionally as students and life-long learners.

 Diversity must be embraced to ensure quality learning experiences. 
 Every student will be offered opportunities that foster excitement, 

engagement and a connection to North Boone.
 We should attract and retain the very best staff and invest in their 

training and development.



The Mission of the North Boone educational community is to 
provide students with exceptional experiences that continuously 
develop their minds and characters, fostering life-long learning and 
responsible citizenship.

Parameters:
 Diversity will be respected; discrimination of any kind will not 

be tolerated.
 We will be fiscally and legally responsible.
 Inventive thinking and problem solving will be encouraged.
 The decision making process will be collaborative, student 

centered, informed and data driven.
 Learning is the primary focus; we will maintain high 

expectations for all.



Small group:

 Where do we want to be?  What is our vision 
of student needs?

 What new ideas do you have to support 
these needs?



 Individually think about the ideas posted 
around the room

 Individually write on the post-it notes what 
is important for you personally



 Ideas and recommendations will be shared 
with the Administration and School Board



Thank  you so much for your time 
and commitment to the North 

Boone Schools!


